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The Zika Trigger: CDC Unveils Forced Vaccination and Quarantine Policy, Mass Aerial
Spraying of Subject Populations
By James F. Tracy, September 06 2016
The CDC has invited “public comment” on a disturbing edict that would allow it to
quarantine entire geographic areas of the US, restrict the movement & behavior of people in
these areas, and require they undergo vaccination.

A Conference to Clear the Mind of the 9/11 Brainwashing
By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, September 06 2016
Fifteen years after the events of 9/11, wars and cultural conﬂicts caused by the U.S.
response and questionable alliances continue to create global tensions. Furthermore,
questions of how the attacks took place continue to surface. For these reasons, a historic
event highlighting the blatant discrepancies of the oﬃcial narrative will be held to critique
science-based evidence of the most consequential event of our time. A stellar lineup of
credentialed experts will also review new evidence of a cover up such as is revealed in the
declassiﬁcation of the 28 pages, and raise the bar – literally, with an unprecedented level of
legal analysis.

“Socialists” Supporting NATO and U.S. Empire, Endorse “Moderate” Terrorists in Syria
By Rick Sterling, September 06 2016
At the recent annual convention of Veterans for Peace, VFP Vice President Jerry Condon said
“The US peace movement has been demobilized by disinformation on Syria.” Disinformation
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and propaganda on Syria takes three distinct forms. The ﬁrst is the demonization of the
Syrian leadership. The second is the romanticization of the opposition. The third form
involves attacking anyone questioning the preceding characterizations.

Putin and Obama Meet in China, Behind Closed Doors, to Discuss War in Syria and Ukraine…
By Stephen Lendman, September 06 2016
File photo: Putin-Obama Carefully worded diplomatic language following high-level
Russia/US meetings conceal intractable positions on resolving conﬂicts in Syria and
Ukraine. Things are no closer now than earlier, regardless of public pronouncements.
Washington wants its imperial agenda proceeding unobstructed, war its principle strategy of
choice.

Foiling Apple’s Tax Dodge: The European Commission Ruling<
By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, September 06 2016
For years, Apple has perfected the art of tax minimisation, hoovering up possibilities in
creating an empire built on proﬁt and return. It has cultivated a power that adapts the
message of the bribing agent with that of the bully, tempting government hosts with
promises of plenty, and withdrawing pledges on being pushed into moves it would rather not
make for the sake of customers and shareholders. Permit tax breaks, and low tax bills, and
your State prospers.

The Plot to Kill Martin Luther King: Survived Shooting, Was Murdered in Hospital
By Craig McKee, September 05 2016
MLK was murdered in a conspiracy instigated by then FBI director J. Edgar Hoover and that
also involved the U.S. military, the Memphis Police and “Dixie Maﬁa” crime ﬁgures in
Memphis, Tennessee.
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